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This class covers change management with Autodesk PLM 360 cloud-based product lifecycle management
solution. We examine how PLM 360 routes, notifies, and provides your company with the tools needed for
effective change management from the initial change request to the final stage of change.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will:





Learn how to create an Engineering Change Request.
Understand how to route activities in a Change Order.
See the various methods individuals are notified during a Change process.
Experience configuring an existing Workflow.

About the Speaker:
Darren currently works as a Technical Consultant for DataWorksMGI, a division of MasterGraphics. He
helps customers overcome their challenges in Engineering and Manufacturing through implementing
Autodesk products and services, specifically focusing on PDM and PLM solutions.
He has provided consulting services and Autodesk Training for MasterGraphics for 10 years and has a total
of 23 years of Engineering and IT Experience.
Before MasterGraphics, Darren worked as a CAD Administration, Mechanical Engineer and System
Integrator. Some of his work includes: automated machines for processing US Mail, hearing aids and
medical equipment, silicon Bake-ware, and other consumer products.
Darren’s recent adventure in 3D Printing has produced the AU Marketing Key Chain used in this Class. He
has over 35 3D Printed products for sale – ranging from Key Chains, Necklaces, Fine Jewelry and even a
customized Chess Set.
Email: darrenh@dataworksmgi.com
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Introduction
In today's evolving marketplace, change is constant. Whether driven by customer requirements, supplier
quality concerns, or internal review and approval processes – optimizing Change Management practices
are a requirement for success.
Autodesk PLM 360 enables immediate on-boarding of functionality critical in solving PLM (Product Lifecycle
Management) challenges. Our class will focus on Engineering Change Management - a core component
of PLM and one that Autodesk has integrated into an Autodesk PLM 360 App.
Installing the Change Management App will provide the functionality detailed in this Class presentation.
Autodesk PLM 360 is available for a 30 Day trial and Change Management is installed by default.

What is Autodesk PLM 360 and why would you use it?
Are you trying to manage your processes and projects manually using spreadsheets and email? There’s a
better way.
Autodesk® PLM 360 makes the management of processes, projects, and people easy and effective by
automating key tasks and delivering the right information to the right people at the right time. Because PLM
360 is on the cloud, everyone on your team has access to the data they need anytime, anywhere
What’s an App in Autodesk PLM 360?
Improve the way you work - instantly. Autodesk® PLM 360 Apps are groups of features and workspaces
that work together to perform critical business functions. PLM 360 apps get you up and running quickly with
best-practice processes that you can fully configure to meet your exact needs.

Why use Change Management App in Autodesk PLM 360?
The Engineering Change Management App powered by Autodesk PLM 360 provides a repeatable request,
review, analysis, and change implementation process that is flexible for a number of typical engineering
related changes.
Respond to change requests with a clear explanation of how the decision affects the product. Quickly
discover and assess the scope of changes by reviewing a tabulated list of affected items. Learn the
complete change history by reviewing the change owner, summary and log.
Try PLM in the Cloud…
Get a 30 Day trial of Autodesk PLM 360 and experience the next generation alternative to traditional product
lifecycle management.
Register now and you’ll receive 30 days of access to a personalized PLM site. The site includes access to
our collection of preconfigured apps available in the PLM 360 App Store. Simply fill out the trial application
form to have one of our PLM Experts contact you to help get you started with PLM 360 today!
http://www.autodeskPLM 360.com/tryPLM 360
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AU Marketing Concept and Class Content
As a consultant for DataWorksMGI, I work with our clients helping them develop solutions to complex
problems. When I’m not working at DW, I have a passion for art and consumer product design.
I approached Autodesk University about using the AU Logo and creating a 3D Printed Key Chain a few
months before the event. I have a personal Shop where I sell various products that are professionally 3D
Printed and I thought we could incorporate the design into a Consumer Product.
This Consumer Product, however, is fictitious and was only part of our class for demonstration, but the
entire design and change process was managed using Autodesk products. Just like in the real world.

I designed this product using a combination of Autodesk Inventor 2014, Autodesk Vault and Autodesk PLM
360 and no matter where I was or which computer/device I used - my designs were accessible.
Our Class objectives align with requesting a Change to this product and releasing it for production. Our
supplier, MasterGraphics, has 3D printed several for customer testing and feedback. Below is a picture of
past design with a Mark-up for adding a Hash-tag.
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Section 1: The Change Request Process
In most Engineering environments, Change is initiated with some form of a Request. The Request is
reviewed by an advisory board (Change Control Board) and when approved, a Change Order is created
managing the implementation of the Tasks and Activities associated to the Change.

Section 1A - Creating and submitting a Change Request in Autodesk PLM 360
In this section, we will create an Engineering Change Request, enter description of changes, define items
that are affected, and then submit the request for review.
1. Launch your favorite internet browser and log into your PLM 360 Tenant.

2. Select the Sign In button and on the next page, you are required to enter security credentials.

Note: Login credentials require an Autodesk ID. This can be obtained by selecting “Create an
Account” on the Autodesk PLM 360 Tenant login page. If you are not sure if you have one, select
“Forgot your password” and enter in your primary email address. An email will be sent instructing
you on how to reset the password.
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3. Once you are logged into your Tenant, select the Main Menu drop down at the top and choose
Change Management and then Change Request.

4. Depending on your Tenant, you may not see any Change Requests listed in the Workspace. In
our Demonstration Tenant, we have examples of Change Requests at various stages of their
workflow.

5. Autodesk PLM 360 has functions that create new Requests and delete or clone existing Change
Requests. This would expedite the preparing phase by extracting information from existing
Requests.

New – Clone – Delete – Pin – Relationships
6. Select the plus as shown in the image above and create a new Change Request.
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7. PLM 360 will initiate a new Change Request form.

Note: The number for the Change Request is automatically generated after save is selected. If a
user aborts the Change Request before saving, a new number will not be assigned or reserved.
8. Prepare the details of the Change Request:
a. Enter the title for the Request.

b. Select Marketing as the department the Change Request originated.
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c.

Enter AU into the Impacted Product and PLM 360 will display any item meeting that criteria.
Select the item and choose Close at the bottom of the window. Clicking on the Red X will
not commit any selection.

d. Enter a Description and Purpose for the Change Request.

e. Select Medium Priority from the drop down list.

9. the details for the Impact Assessment in the Change Request:
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a. In the Engineering section, select a contact the will be responsible for the Change.

b. Define the investment needed to make the necessary changes.

c.

Add comments for explaining the impact of this Change Request.

d. In the Trial version of a Tenant, there is one Supplier listed – McMaster-Carr. I’ve added
an additional selection in my personal site that will not be available in any Trial Tenants.
e. Select the Supplier from the drop down list.

f.

Enter the cost per part for making the change.
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g. Explain the impact to the Supplier.

10. Add the authorized approvers for the Request

a. PLM 360 can manage lists of users for generating Approvals in the Change Request
process. In our demonstration, we will not use an Approval List, but define the users
individually.

b. A key individual from Engineering will need to review and approve this request before it
transitions to the Change Control Board (CCB).
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c.

The Change Control Board has the final say in the approval process.

11. If a Change Request makes it through to the Change Control Board and is approved, a Change
Order will automatically spawn and copy primary details from the Request.

12. Select Save and create the Change Request.

Questions and Answers – Learning Objectives Review
What’s the state of the Change Management Process? (Or, where are we at in the class?)
Autodesk PLM 360 has initiated the Change Management process by creating a new Request. This first
step stores ALL the information pertaining to the change. This would include: Documents, Markups,
Pictures, PDF’s, Word/Excel, etc. – essentially, anything that a company might use for assessing,
validating and approving Changes.
After the Request is approved by the Change Control Board, Autodesk PLM 360 will immediately spawn
a Change Order. This workflow manages the activities and implementation of the Change.
Who can submit a Change Request?
Anyone, Anywhere, Anytime (AND) – has been assigned that permission and access to an Autodesk
PLM 360 Tenant.
That role is managed through permissions in PLM 360. Administrators can provide access to employees
or outside companies and individuals that may participate in a process or product design.
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How do I edit the Change Request once it’s started?
The Change Requestor has implicit rights for making changes once the Request Item is created. After
the Request is submitted for review and approved, those rights for editing become restricted to Readonly.
This will be covered next in the class presentation.
Are the Forms used in the Change Request configurable?
Absolutely. In fact, everything is configurable to your company’s standards. The Autodesk PLM 360
Change Management App is a great place for quickly implemented and automated processes, where a
manual or excel-driven one may currently exist.
In the presentation, we used several “Pick Lists” that provided the end-user with controlled options in
Drop-downs. Administrators have access and can quickly add, remove or edit items on the list. Once
this change has been saved, all users have access to the updated list.
Learning Objective 1 – Creating a Change Request – 25% Completed

Initiating a Change Request

Adding the Details to the Change
Request

Submitting the Change Request

Objective 1 Review
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Section 1B – Editing the Change Request
1. Below is an example of a Change Request once it has been saved. PLM 360 will automatically
assign a new number based on a predefined scheme – CR000009.

2. Defining which Item(s) will be affected by the change is the next step in the Request process.
a. Select the Affected Data tab at the top of the Change Request.

3. Select the Add button for creating or including items in the Change Request.

4. A new window will open displaying the available Items within the PLM 360 Tenant. If you’re using
the Trial version of the site, you should have several items in the list.
a. Enter “AU” as the search term and any items meeting that criteria will display in the list.
12
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b. Check the Item affected by the Change Request.
c. NOTE: This item is used or referenced in another product or project. PLM 360 will
automatically place a reference to that item in the “Related Items” tab.

Additional Features: It is possible to create a new item using the “Create Item” option at the
bottom of the window. For our demonstration, the item already exists within the PLM 360 Tenant.
If an item exists within an open Change Request, PLM 360 will display the item in Red and disallow
it from being added to any new Change Requests.

5. Select the Comments tab and add additional details relevant to the Change Request. This is used
for detailing conversations, comments, discussions, etc.
a. Select the Add Button under the Comments Tab.
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b. Add Comments like shown in the image below.

c.

Select Save when completed.

6. PLM 360 stores all documentation relating to the Change Request by using the Attachment Tab.
a. Select Attachments and then Upload.

b. Browse to the file(s) on your Device and select OK. Enter details about the document(s)
being uploaded to your PLM 360 Tenant.

c.

Autodesk PLM 360 integrates DWF files for extended 3D Viewing. Once the file has
completed the upload process, selecting the thumbnail will start the Autodesk Design
Review QuickShare viewer.
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d. 3D Rotate, Pan and Zoom functions are available for 3D Models.

e. Selecting Comments will initiate a discussion thread for the 3D Model.
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Questions and Answers – Learning Objectives Review
Where are documents stored when uploaded to an Autodesk PLM 360 Tenant?
All uploaded documents are secured in the Autodesk 360 Data Centers or, commonly referred to as –
“In the Cloud”. Detailed security information can be obtained from this link:
http://www.autodesk.com/trust/overview
Is there version control for editing or a Check-out feature similar to Autodesk Vault?
Limited functionality exists for managing changes to documents uploaded to PLM 360. End-Users with
the correct permissions can check a document out, make the appropriate changes, and then check in a
new version.
Can others edit a Document I upload to an Autodesk PLM 360 Tenant site?
Yes, if they have the correct role, permission and software. Using the Check Out feature, edits can be
made by other users – assuming they have the correct Software Program for editing the file.
Can I link my CAD Files in Autodesk Vault to Autodesk PLM 360?
Yes. PLM 360 integrates with the Autodesk Vault product series. Typically, CAD files are not managed
within the Cloud network for Autodesk PLM 360. Instead, DWF files can be transferred to the Tenant
site for faster access and viewing.
Earlier in the demonstration, we showed the Design Review QuickShare viewer. Autodesk PLM 360
leverages the information stored in Autodesk Vault and provides complete access to 3D tools for Design
Review and Markup.
Does the Design Review functionality require any Software Downloads?
The Design Review QuickShare viewer does NOT require any software downloads. Users have access
to the 3D model and can Rotate, Pan, Zoom, View Properties and post Comments on the Design.
For advanced markup capabilities that includes Redlining and Stamping, the complete version of Design
Review can be download for free on the Autodesk website.
What is the file storage allotment for each Autodesk PLM 360 User?
Storage for documents is per user and ranges from 1 GB and 5 GB (Gigabytes). Since CAD Files are
stored on premise, the majority of data uploaded to an Autodesk PLM 360 Tenant are documents and
tend to be smaller in file size.
Licenses for PLM 360 are segmented into Enterprise, Standard and Participants. This enables a
configurable and scalable license model for providing access to employees, developers, suppliers,
vendors, customers – anyone that participates in an Autodesk PLM managed processes.
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Learning Objective 1– Creating a Change Request - 50% Completed

Initiating a Change Request
Adding the Details to the Change
Request

Submitting the Change Request

Objective 1 Review
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Section 1C – Manage the Change Request Workflow and Status
Now that the preparation phase of the Change Request is completed, submitting the information for
approval is achieved through the Workflow Actions Tab.
PLM 360 provides a configurable workflow engine. Our demonstration is using the “Out of the Cloud” App
for Change Management. Later in our Class presentation, we will demonstrate how to add a new state to
this Workflow diagram.
1. Select the Workflow Actions Tab.

2. From the drop-down menu directly under the Workflow Action Tab, select “Submit for Review”.

3. Entering comments is optional in some of the Workflow states. Select Save Step when
completed.
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4. The Workflow diagram will transition from “Preparing Request” to “Request under Review by
Team”.

5. In our Class presentation, we are the Change Requestor and Review Team. We now have 3
available decisions in our Change Request workflow – Reject, Final Approval and Cancel.
Selecting any of the Boxes or States will display the available transitions and users that can perform
the actions.
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6. Select “Final Approval” from the Workflow Actions drop down.

7. Comments provide more detail to an action and are setup optionally by an administrator. Select
“Save Step” when completed.
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8. The image below display a completed Change Request. Section 1 shows there are no further
actions required, Section 2 details the User activity and their comments, and Section 3 shows the
state of the Change Request.
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Questions and Answers – Learning Objectives Review
Would a Workflow Action require a participant re-enter their password?
If it is enabled. Transitions are configured with the option for requiring a user re-authenticate their
password.
Is there support for unanimous approval from a list of users before transitioning to the next major
milestone?
Yes. Autodesk PLM 360 will validate that all users have performed an approval or rejection. After
everyone completes their review and submits an action, the “Final Approval” transition in the Change
Request will become available.
Can additional Workflow States be added to the Change Request process?
Yes. This is best performed when Change Requests are inactive, but updates may occur at the
Administrator’s discretion.
Our last learning objective is editing an existing Change Request workflow by adding additional
transitions and states.
How are users notified of pending Workflow Actions?
Dashboard – Each user has access to a personal home page where the Change Requests will list under
the Outstanding Work section – assuming they are participating in the Workflow process. Items are listed
as Hyperlinks and will display a green, yellow or red flags based on their Milestone status.
Email – Administrators and end-users configure when notification occurs. Autodesk PLM 360 will email
individuals a general description of the situation and the action required. This is covered in Section 3.

Learning Objective 1– Creating a Change Request - 75% Completed

Initiating a Change Request
Adding the Details to the Change
Request

Submitting the Change Request

Objective 1 Review
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Section 1D – Learning Objective 1 Review

Initiating a Change Request
Adding the Details to the Change
Request

Submitting the Change Request

Objective 1 Completed

Benefits and Value:
1. Access from any device or Internet Browser
Without the requirement of software downloads, patches, service packs and on premise hardware
- Autodesk PLM 360 reduces the financial impact and burden of implementing and maintaining a
PLM solution.
2. Automating and replacing a manual or excel-driven process
Using Microsoft Excel or going old school with a paper-driven Change Management process is
error prone, difficult communicating status, and time consuming.
3. Searchable history of all Requests
Leveraging existing data may eliminate future mistakes and provide valuable insight into a Product
Design’s evolution.
Reports can be generated graphing Change Management trends and activities.
4. User accountability and compliance enforcement
Workflows provide participants with decision-based actions that are managed during the various
Change Management States. Autodesk PLM 360 will enforce compliance by validating that all
activities are completed and data is correctly formatted.
5. Approval-based workflows that include everyone in the process
Autodesk PLM 360 allows everyone involved in the process the ability of logging into the Tenant
and participating in a Company’s processes. Employees, Vendors, Suppliers, Customers, etc. –
configurable access that gets everyone using the same tool.
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Section 2: Routing a Change to Authorized Users
Our Change Request is approved and routed to the appropriate team for review. Autodesk PLM 360
automatically created a Change Order and copied key data from the Request.
In this Section, we will access the Change Order and begin routing the Tasks and Activities to the
responsible participants.

Section 2A – Adding Additional Approvers to the Engineering Change Order Team
1. Select the Main Menu drop down and locate the “Reference” category. Select Approval Lists
from the fly-out menu.

2. The image below displays a few examples of Approval Lists. The Autodesk PLM 360 Trial Site
does not include any lists. Create a new List by selecting the Plus sign.
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3. Enter a name for the Approval List. In our example, the name is “Required ECO List”.

4. Add members in the list by highlighted their name on the left side and select the top arrow
pointing to the right.

5.

Click the Save button and commit the changes to the ECO Approval List.
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Questions and Answers – Learning Objectives Review
If a User is removed from the Tenant are they automatically removed from all Lists?
Yes. If an administrator inactivates or deletes a user from the Autodesk PLM 360 Tenant site, any lists
that reference their name are immediately updated.
Who can add users to Approval Lists?
Approval Lists are configurable by any user that has authorization to add or edit items in the Workspace.

Learning Objective 2 – Routing a Change to Authorized Users - 50% Completed

Adding additional Approvers

Update the Change Order Details

Implementing the Change

Objective 2 Review
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Section 2B – Updating the ECO with the Approval List
The Engineering Change Order was automatically generated by the Request when it was approved by
the Change Control Board. In this section, we will update the Approval List with our recent participant.

1. From the Main Menu drop-down, select the Change Management category and then Change
Orders from the fly-out menu.

2. The newly created Change Order is the most recent item. Select it from the list of Change Orders
for viewing the Details.
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3. Select the Edit button once the Change Order loads into your internet browser.

4. Update the Change Reason Code and select “Cosmetic Quality”.

5. Select “ECO Approval List” from the Approval List drop-down. This was the list we made
changes to earlier by adding a new approver in the Change Order process.

6. Highlight a username and use the arrows to include or exclude from the selected list.

7. Select “Save” located at the top and bottom of the Item Details page.
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Questions and Answers – Learning Objectives Review
If a User is removed from the Tenant are they automatically removed from all Lists?
Yes. If an administrator inactivates or deletes a user from the Autodesk PLM 360 Tenant site, any lists
that reference their name are immediately updated.
Who can add users to Approval Lists?
Approval Lists are configurable by any user that has access to the Workspace.

Learning Objective 2 – Routing a Change to Authorized Users - 50% Completed

Adding additional Approvers

Update the Change Order Details

Implementing the Change

Objective 2 Review
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Section 2C – Routing Change Tasks to Responsible Team Members
This section will cover how Autodesk PLM 360 will manage general tasks and activities relating to the
Change Order.
1. Select the Change Tasks tab from the top of the Change Order. Once the tab loads, pick on “Add
Linked Items”.

2. A new window will appear displaying all Tasks. Choose the “Create New” link located in the
lower left corner of the window.

Note: Autodesk PLM 360 has functionality for managing Tasks and Activities. Tasks are controlled
with Milestones and will convey completion status in the Project Management Tab.
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3. Enter a Title for the Task and then select “Save & Add”.

4. Additional tasks can be created during this process. Select New when completed.

5. The new Task is added in the Project Timeline and Autodesk PLM 360 created the milestones
and set their completion dates in the future.

Note: This Task is managed in another Autodesk PLM 360 Workspace. As the Responsible
individual updates the milestones, this Project timeline will change and communicate the status of
the Task(s).

6. We will most likely not have enough time for covering the Task and how the milestones are
managed.
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Below is an example of the Task at 25 percent completion. The 50 Percent Milestone date was
moved and the color of the Status changed to Yellow. Yellow communicates a Task is Due within
a Day and then changes to Red when it is late.

7. In the Project Schedule, the Task is listed as a Link and selecting it will open the details of the Item.
The Flag next to Workflow Actions denotes that a milestone is coming due. Once the Milestone is
past due, the Warning Flag will change to Red.
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Questions and Answers – Learning Objectives Review
How are Team Members notified a Change is Pending?
This question will be covered in detail in our next section.
Notification occurs through Email, User Dashboards, Reports and Status updates. When the Task was
created in our example above, the individual assigned would have received an email first – describing
the action required. After that individual logs in to PLM 360, the Item will show up on their Dashboard.
Can ECO be renamed to ECN – or any other naming convention?
Yes. If you haven’t noticed the configured nature of Autodesk PLM 360 – you can rename, edit, add –
change the Tenant to your companies standards. I recommend renaming the Workspaces before you
create Items, though.
Reports, Reports, Reports – how do we analyze the Data?
Autodesk PLM 360 Reporting will analyze the ECR and ECO data through Graphs and Charts. Each
User creates Reports based on various conditions, or has access to existing reports measuring key
company data.
Reports Charts can be attached to Autodesk PLM 360 Dashboards for immediate updates.

Learning Objective 2 – Routing a Change to Authorized Users - 75% Completed

Adding additional Approvers

Update the Change Order Details

Implementing the Change

Objective 2 Review
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Section 2D – Learning Objective 2 Review

Initiating a Change Request
Adding the Details to the Change
Request

Submitting the Change Request

Objective 1 Review

Benefits and Value
1. Standardize Change Management Processes
Map It, Built It, Use It – Autodesk describes the implementation of Autodesk PLM 360 using these
three key terms. The Mapping phase of any implementation is critical in gathering your company’s
standards and integrating those processes into your Autodesk PLM 360 Tenant.
One of my primary roles at DataWorksMGI is helping clients map their current processes and
document standards. I find our customers using Email, Excel, Microsoft Project and Tribal
Knowledge enforcement for managing their Change Management processes.

2. Manage Activities for Implementing the Change
There’s always a process, right – But, enforcing, monitoring and ultimately implementing a change
may include 100’s or 1000’s of items. Using the Schedule functionality in Autodesk PLM 360
provides a way of tracking activities from start to completion.
If a Task is late - Well… using Autodesk PLM 360 would have reported that before it WAS too late.

3. Enforce Accountability or Comply to Regulations
When authorization is required or a process must be followed, Autodesk PLM 360 workflow delivers
the functionality necessary in controlling your Change Management process.
Restrict Authorization to an individual or a team using the Authorized Lists workspace. New
members are quickly on-boarded and can participate in a process - immediately.

4. Remove the guess-work from Key Change Management Decisions
If communication is done verbally for a process – I usually forget a step (or two) a few minutes after
I’m told. However, I remember when I see a Chart with everything laid out for me.
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Autodesk PLM 360 Workflow displays the current and future state of a company’s process. There’s
no ambiguity in the decision. Team members know exactly what steps are pending or completed.
As for validating Tasks are completed or steps are followed – Autodesk PLM 360 delivers a Project
Management oversight that will confirm the process is followed and make sure nothing is missed
along the way.
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Section 3: Notification within Autodesk PLM 360
Centralizing communication and making team members aware of activities is a critical function in project
success. Autodesk PLM 360 provides many layers of Notification for users in a Tenant.
In this section, we describe how Autodesk PLM 360 notifies individuals of required actions or general
updates.

Section 3A – More Emails, Please: (Be Careful What You Ask For!)
Email is an effective tool when communicating status updates or required actions to Team Members
working remotely. The image below is a Workflow Notification received through email requiring someone
Approve or Reject a Change Request.

If I selected the Approve link from the Email, a web page would launch requiring I log into the Autodesk
PLM 360 Tenant. Then, the Workflow Actions tab loads prompting I confirm the Approval.
Email notifications are managed through the User Profile and alerts are adjusted based on their
preferences.
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1. Hover over your user name in Autodesk PLM 360.

2. Review the section: Preferences for receiving Workflow and Daily notifications

Note: I recommend leaving the Workflow Email Alert on for “Only when I have an action to perform”.
3. Make sure and commit changes by selecting Save.
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Questions and Answers – Learning Objectives Review
Are users managing their own Email preferences?
Yes. Email controls in the User Profile may disable any notification of Workflow Actions. The user is
required to log into Autodesk PLM 360 when performing Workflow Actions, but will not receive any alerts
via email when there are pending Tasks.
Now, Autodesk PLM 360 provides a Dashboard for accessing your Work. Visual feedback on Task
Status is immediately updated through Green, Yellow and Red Flags. So, if you’re late on a Task – let
it be known that someone else see’s the same Red Flag, but with your name next to it.
What Email Client is supported?
Any mail client works with Autodesk PLM 360. Actions and Item Links are embedded as HTML and will
launch your default internet browser.
Are Email alerts configurable?
There’s that word again, configurable – Yes. Administrators develop Templates for Email notifications
or leave the standard out-of-the-cloud (not box) Templates in place.
In a later section of our class, we will edit a Workflow transition and see various options for sending
emails.

Learning Objective 3 – Notification within Autodesk PLM 360 - 25% Completed

Notification through Emails

Get to Your Dashboard

Colors We All Understand

Objective 3 Review
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Section 3B – The Dashboard is Where It’s at…
If you remember long encrypted strings of URL’s; awesome and I’m jealous – but, most of us shouldn’t.
The Dashboard within Autodesk PLM 360 is that central place for accessing your work or gathering
reporting data on a Project. Items are linked to the Dashboard when an action is needed or manually when
you require quick access.
1. Access the Dashboard by selecting the Home button at the top of Autodesk PLM 360

2. In the image above, My Dashboard Links are attached Items from any Workspace in an Autodesk
PLM 360 Tenant.
3. Select My Outstanding Work on the Dashboard.
4. Items that are assigned to you will appear in the outstanding work section.

5. Select My Dashboard and the section will expand showing any attached Graphs – updating
immediately with real-time data.
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6. Our example shows 3 Graphs – Bar/Line Graphs, and a Pie Chart. Selecting the square icon in
the upper right corner of a Graph will open a larger view.

7. Graphs and Charts are exported by printing or creating a PDF, JPG or PNG image.
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Questions and Answers – Learning Objectives Review
Not all reports view the same…
This is more of a statement than a question, but I have found that a few browsers may not display the
Graphs. In most cases, it was related to security where the browser was blocking the pop-up window or
Graph from loading.
Is the Dashboard configurable?
Stay tuned at Autodesk University for information on this very thing… In the current release of Autodesk
PLM 360, users can pin Items and Reports commonly used in their workflows to the Dashboard.
And, I ignored the “configurable” opportunity this time…
Is the Autodesk PLM 360 Logo replaceable with my Company’s Logo?
Yes. You can import any company logo to your Autodesk PLM 360 Tenant. I’ve written a brief statement
on the Autodesk Discussion forum on how transparent backgrounds are used.
http://forums.autodesk.com/t5/PLM-360-IdeaStation/Logo-Manager-allow-GIF-format/idi-p/3920700

Learning Objective 3 – Notification within Autodesk PLM 360 - 50% Completed

Notification through Emails

Get to Your Dashboard

Colors We All Understand

Objective 3 Review
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Section 3C – Traffic Signals of Change Management
When a Task or Milestone is late and a critical meeting is looming; or, everything is OK – getting notified
visually improves awareness, communication and productivity. In this section, we briefly cover the various
colors and visuals used in alerting Autodesk PLM 360 users.
1. Located in My Outstanding Work on everyone’s Dashboard is a list of Tasks assigned to the User.
Most Items are associated with a Milestone and include a Status Flag and color. On time Flags are
green, current activities are yellow and late Flags are Red.

2. The same status flag shown above will appear in another location. Select any Item in your
outstanding Work and on the Detail page, you should see a similar color Flag.

3. Select the Milestones Tab and get the Status of each activity.
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Questions and Answers – Learning Objectives Review
What triggers a Milestone to change color?
As an event approaches a due date, PLM360 will change the colors alerting users an activity is not
completed.
How long does it take for a Flag to Change color?
When a Milestone changes, the status of the item is immediately updated. Your internet browser might
need a refresh to update the change.

Learning Objective 3 – Traffic Signals of Change Management - 75% Completed

Notification through Emails

Get to Your Dashboard

Colors We All Understand

Objective 3 Review
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Section 3D – Learning Objective 3 Review

Notification through Emails

Get to Your Dashboard

Colors We All Understand

Objective 3 Review

Benefits and Value
1. Get notifications on all your devices
I get email on every device I own and with Autodesk PLM 360 notifications, I reminded of my work
activities everywhere I go. In some cases, the explanation of what’s required and my actions are
included in the Email. Other times, I get notified someone else completed a task.
2. Quickly see if a Task is late
Green, yellow and red colors remind us of Traffic lights and in Autodesk PLM 360 convey status
updates on activities. Red and Orange warnings create awareness, so a solution can be developed
rectifying the situation.
3. Access Items you need to work on
Who wants to search through Items looking for the right data? Pinning items to your Dashboard
provides faster access and quick status updates.
4. Configure alerts on Autodesk PLM 360 activities
Get notifications when just about anything happens on your Autodesk PLM Tenant. A new item is
created, edited or deleted; a Workflow moves to a new State; someone viewed an Item – these
are a few examples of notifications that are configured in the User Profile.
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Section 4: Configure the Change Management Workflow
Our final objective of our Change Management class is editing an existing workflow. Hopefully, you’re not
seeing the word configurable in every sentence of this Class hand-out.
Autodesk PLM 360 provides an easy-to-use Workflow Editor that use States and Transitions for
managing processes.

Note: This is an Administrative function and you must have the proper Role configured to continue.
Administration will only appear if you have rights for editing Workspaces or managing Users of the Tenant.
If you initiate a Trial site, you will automatically be assigned Site Administrator

Section 4A – Configuring the Change Request Workflow
1. Select Administration and Workspace Manager from the menu drop-down at the top of Autodesk
PLM 360.
2. Expand the Change Request Workspace.
3. Select the Workflow Editor.
4. The Workflow Editor will launch in a stand-alone window.
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5. Select the State button at the top of the Workflow Editor and click to the left of the box labeled: [01]
Preparing Request

6. Enter the following details:
a. Name: Request on Hold
b. Every: 2 Day(s)
c. Repeat: 5 Time(s)

7. Select the Escalation tab.

8. Make sure the Arrow tool is selected in the Toolbar and click the arrow in the center of Request
Pending, then drag it to “Request on Hold”.
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9. A new window will appear for defining the transition actions.

10. Enter the following Transition Properties:
a. Name: On Hold
b. Permissions: CR – General Permissions
c. Precondition: GenlsOwner
d. Check the Password Required box.
e. Comments: Required
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11. Right click over the “On Hold” transition and select “Add Elbow”. Pick and hold on the elbow
dragging up.

12. Highlight the “Request on Hold” box and click/drag the arrow back to [01] Preparing Request.

13. Enter the following Transition Properties:
a. Name: Reinitiate
b. Permission: CR – General Permissions
c. Precondition: GenlsOwner
d. Check the box Display in Outstanding Work

14. Commit changes to the Workflow editor by selecting save, located at the top left corner of the
Workflow Editor.
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Questions and Answers – Learning Objectives Review
Are Workflow changes immediately saved to the Autodesk PLM Tenant?
Yes, unless you have an Enterprise License. This would include a Tenant sandbox for testing changes
before implementing on a production site.
How do Validation and Action Scripts work?
Scripts can validate actions or tasks for completion, verify users and enable/disable Workflow Actions,
Inspect Item Details, link Workspaces, and many more functions.
What users can authorize a Workflow transition?
Transitions are managed with Roles and anyone belonging to this group has authority to approve or
reject.
What function does Escalation have in the Workflow?
After a period of time, Autodesk PLM 360 will automatically execute a Workflow Transaction. This is
useful when users are on vacation, or an activity or request remains dormant beyond a predefined
threshold.

Learning Objective 4 – Configuring the Change Management Workflow

Configure an Existing Workflow
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